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r-Aromaticity in polyhydride complexes of Ru, Ir,
Os, and Pt†

Elisa Jimenez-Izala and Anastassia N. Alexandrova*ab

Transition-metal hydrides represent a unique class of compounds, which are essential for catalysis, organic

synthesis, and hydrogen storage. In this work we study IrH5(PPh3)2, (RuH5(PiPr3)2)�, (OsH5(PiPr3)2)�, and

OsH4(PPhMe2)3 polyhydride complexes, inspired by the recent discovery of the s-aromatic PtZnH5
� cluster

anion. The distinctive feature of these molecules is that, like in the PtZnH5
� cluster, the metal is five-fold

coordinated in-plane, and holds additional ligands at the axial positions. This work shows that the unusual

coordination in these compounds indeed can be explained by s-aromaticity in the pentagonal arrangement,

stabilized by the atomic orbitals on the metal. Based on this newly elucidated bonding principle, we additionally

propose a new family of polyhydrides that display a uniquely high coordination. We also report the first

indications of how aromaticity may impact the reactivity of these molecules.

1 Introduction

Aromaticity is a very important concept in the contemporary
chemistry: the particular electronic structure of aromatic
systems, where electrons are delocalized, explains their large
energetic stabilization and low reactivity. Since p-aromaticity
was proposed to understand the structure and inertness of
benzene, this property has been found in a variety of molecules,
including inorganic compounds. It was shown, for instance,
that many all-metal aromatic systems display not only p-, but
also s- and d-aromaticity.1–8 Regarding the s-aromaticity, it
occurs when s electrons are delocalized over n atoms (n 4 2).
The smallest compound possessing this particular property is
the H3

+ cluster.9 Also the H5
� pentagonal cluster was proposed

to be s-aromatic,10 though it was found to be a saddle point in
the potential energy surface. In this vein, recently, a joint
experimental and theoretical work studied the PtZnH5

� cluster
anion.11 This molecule has a singular planar pentagonal
pyramidal coordination for platinum. The authors found that
the H5 cycle is s-aromatic, and the quasi-planar minimum is
stabilized through the involvement of the Pt 5d orbitals (AOs).
This s-aromaticity confers the unusual stability on the hydride.
This finding is important due to the substantial presence of
transition-metal hydrides in synthetic and structural inorganic
and organometallic chemistry.12–14 Moreover, it should be
pointed out that hydride complexes play an essential role in

many catalytic cycles, where they have either been used as
catalysts or invoked as key intermediates.15,16 Aromaticity in
general is associated with high symmetry, stability, and specific
reactivity. Therefore, the stability of transition-metal hydride
complexes might have an important repercussion in the kinetics
of the catalytic reactions.

The PtZnH5
� cluster, where the special coordination was

first linked to aromaticity, was obtained only in the gas phase.
However, there are known compounds synthesized in solu-
tion, where a similar, anomalous coordination of transition
metals can be found. Among the transition-metal polyhydrides
reported in the literature,17,18 i.e., complexes containing four
to nine hydride ligands covalently bound to the metal, four
species attracted our attention: IrH5(PPh3)2,19 (RuH5(PiPr3)2)�,20

(OsH5(PiPr3)2)�,20,21 and OsH4(PPhMe2)3.22 The distinctive feature
of these molecules is that, like in the previously mentioned
PtZnH5

� cluster, the metal has a five coordinated arrangement
in-plane, along with additional ligands at the axial positions.
It is typical for these metals to adopt the square planar coordi-
nation, but not five-fold planar. It might be speculated that the
full set of d-AOs has an overall spherical symmetry, and thus no
preferred directionality of the ligands other than dictated by
their steric repulsion. However, this possibility can be ruled out
through the examination of the diverse set of complexes con-
sidered here, all of which feature the planar pentagonal arrange-
ments of hydrogens, regardless of the axial ligands. Hence, we
decided to find out if the stability of these compounds is also
governed by s-aromaticity, and if so – then what the implications
on reactivity might be. Based on the reported findings, we will
furthermore propose a new family of transition-metal hydrides,
whose structures and stabilities are governed by the same
bonding phenomenon.
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2 Methods

Geometries were fully optimized using the PBE023–25 functional
within the Kohn–Sham implementation26 of density functional
theory27 using the Gaussian09 program.28 Open-shell structures
considered in this work have a doublet spin-state and they were
studied using the unrestricted form of the PBE0 functional
(UPBE0). The optimized ground state structures were confirmed
to be true minima by harmonic frequency calculations obtained
by analytical differentiation of gradients. The basis set used
throughout was of the triple-z quality from Weigend and Ahlrichs
denoted as def2-TZVP29 including a 60-electron relativistic effec-
tive core potential for Pt, Os, and Ir. The natural bond orbital
(NBO) analysis30 was performed at the same theoretical level to
extract the atomic charges and to determine possible resonance
structures and weights using natural resonance theory.31,32 In
addition, chemical bonding analysis was performed using the
adaptive natural density partitioning (AdNDP) method.33 The
AdNDP method is a localization scheme for valence electrons
that recover both Lewis bonding elements (1c–2e lone pairs and
2c–2e classical covalent bonds), and delocalized bonding elements
associated with multi-center-2e bonding up to the maximal
number of atoms in the system. The latter bonding elements
can be found in aromatic and sometimes also antiaromatic clusters
and molecules. Thus, AdNDP achieves a seamless description
of systems featuring both localized and delocalized bonding.
The AdNDP analysis was done at the PBE0/LANL2DZ level of
theory.23–25

3 Results

This section is divided into three parts. In Section 3.1, we analyze the
IrH5(PPh3)2, (RuH5(PiPr3)2)�, and (OsH5(PiPr3)2)� complex hydrides,
and probe the changes in the found s-aromatic arrangement upon
changing the ligands or the transition-metal atom. In Section 3.2,
the analogous procedure is applied to the OsH4(PPhMe2)3 molecule.
In Section 3.3 we analyze whether or not Os and Ir can form similar
compounds to the s-aromatic PtZnH5

� cluster anion.

3.1 IrH5(PPh3)2, (RuH5(PiPr3)2)�, (OsH5(PiPr3)2)� and related
hydrides of Pt

In Fig. 1A the optimized structure of the IrH5(PPh3)2 molecule
is shown. Iridium has a five coordinated arrangement in-plane,
being bonded to 5 hydrogen atoms. At the axial positions the
metal is bonded to two triphenylphosphine ligands. In order to
check if the stabilization of this uncommon geometry is due to
the s-aromaticity, as in the case of the PtZnH5

� cluster anion,
we first analyzed the molecular orbitals (MOs). For the sake
of clarity only valence MOs where hydrogens are involved are
shown in Fig. 1A (the full set of valence MOs can be found
in the ESI†). The quasi-degenerate HOMO�1 and HOMO�2
orbitals (energy difference of 0.33 kcal mol�1) are formed by
the five 1s AOs of the hydrogens, with a small contribution of
iridium’s 6p AOs. These are partially bonding, delocalized
s-MOs. The HOMO�38 MO is a completely bonding s-MO, made
of 1s AOs of hydrogens, slightly mixed with the 6s AO on iridium.

These three MOs are the only ones that involve significant
contributions from Hs; populated by 6 electrons, they make the
molecule s-aromatic, according to Hückel’s electron counting
rule (4n + 2 with n = 1). The analogy with the hypothesized
H5
� system is clear. The main difference, however, is that the

pentagonal H5
� cluster is unstable, even though it has the

appropriate s-aromatic arrangement.10 Thus, this s-aromatic H5
�

cycle is stabilized through the support of the central iridium atom.
Moreover, the (IrH5(PPh3)2)� anion is also stable and possesses
the same aromatic arrangement as its neutral molecule. Interest-
ingly the removal of the ligands leads to a stable IrH5

� cluster that
has the D5h symmetry. The bonding pattern in this species is also
s-aromatic according to the MO-analysis.

To gain insight into the electronic structure of the molecule,
we used the AdNDP method. AdNDP, nevertheless, has a limita-
tion on the size of the density matrix that can be managed.
Therefore, we performed the AdDNP analysis on the neutral IrH5

molecule, the smallest entity representative of the studied mole-
cule. This molecule has a D5h(1A0) symmetry and it is a minimum
in the potential energy surface. Its MOs are shown in the ESI,† and
the ones involving hydrogens have the same shape/composition.
The AdNDP procedure produced two possible localized bonding
pictures. The first one consists of five covalent, classical 2c–2e
bonds between Ir and hydrogens (see Fig. 2A). The occupation
numbers for these bonds are bigger than 1.99e. This structure
may seem to be unusual from the standpoint of the coordina-
tion chemistry of Ir, if to think of the orientations of the d-AOs
on the atom. However, having a charge of �1.54, Ir is close to a
d10 configuration, and the fully populated d-AOs jointly have the
K-symmetry, thus producing no particularly preferred directionality
of the metal–ligand bonds. For the second bonding picture, we took
into account that the MO analysis shows 8 lone pairs of valence
electrons on Ir, and extracted these electrons from the density
matrix setting up an occupation number of ca. 1.5 electrons. The
rest of the density matrix then localizes the H5 s-aromatic arrange-
ment, with three localized AdNDP orbitals, being identical to the
MOs of the IrH5(PPh3)2 molecule (see Fig. 2B). The occupation
numbers in this case are bigger than 1.99e. The co-existence of the
two competing localization schemes suggests that there is a reso-
nance between these two localized solutions. These resonance
structures reflect the delocalized nature of electronic density, a fact
directly related to the aromaticity. The agreement between the
MO and AdNDP pictures gives us confidence in using only the
MO analysis in larger complexes where AdNDP is unfeasible. We
additionally investigate the potential resonance structures of this
molecule using natural resonance theory. We found five equivalent
structures, where iridium is covalently bonded to three different
hydrogens in each case, showing a high delocalization on the ring,
something very characteristic of aromatic systems.

Nucleus-independent chemical shifts (NICSs)34 are an often
used aromaticity index, in spite of some recent debate on the
issue.35 Unfortunately, NICS(0) cannot be performed on this
system, due to the presence of iridium at the geometric center
of the ring, and NICS(1), NICS calculation 1 angstrom above the
ring center, is meaningless due to the presence of d AOs of
Ir and p AOs of phosphorous atoms.
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(RuH5(PiPr3)2)� and (OsH5(PiPr3)2)� molecules have the same
singular arrangement as IrH5(PPh3)2, where the transition-metal
is coplanar to the 5 hydrogens to which it is bonded. The
difference in this case is that the metal has two triisopropyl-
phosphine ligands. (RuH5(PiPr3)2)� is shown in Fig. 1B, as
representative since (OsH5(PiPr3)2)� has the same geometry.
The analysis of the MOs reveals in both, ruthenium and
osmium polyhydrides, exactly the same bonding picture. The
most significant MOs of (RuH5(PiPr3)2)� are shown in Fig. 1B,
while a more detailed picture can be found in the ESI.† The
partially bonding HOMO�2 and HOMO�3 s-MOs are mainly

composed of the 1s AOs of hydrogens, with a contribution from
the metal p AOs. Moreover, the HOMO�12 bonding s-MO is
formed by the 1s AOs of hydrogens mixed in some degree with
the 1s AOs of the ruthenium atom. Note that the corresponding
Os complex displays the same bonding picture. We character-
ized the neutral OsH5(PiPr3)2 and RuH5(PiPr3)2 complexes too,
but they do not maintain the singular structure of their anions.
Indeed, they have a Jahn–Teller distorted geometry. In Fig. 1C
the OsH5(PiPr3)2 hydride is shown, where the PiPr3 ligands on
the axial positions are moved from the linear angle and the
hydrogens on the H5 ring are not coplanar. The analysis of the

Fig. 1 Transition-metal hydride complexes along with the most relevant MOs in each case. The pink, turquoise, green, orange, gray and white spheres
represent Ir, Ru, Os, P, C, and H atoms, respectively.
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MOs (Fig. 1C) shows that the singly occupied SOMO is one of
the MOs formed by the five 1s AOs of the hydrogens, with a
small contribution of osmium’s 6p AO. The other 2 MOs where
hydrogens are involved are preserved, although slightly distorted
and quasi-degeneracy found in the previous more symmetric
molecules is not retained, the energy difference between SOMO
and SOMO�2 being ca. 25 kcal mol�1. In other words, the
delocalized system of s-MOs is now populated by five electrons,
leading to a Jahn–Teller situation. The same scene is found for
RuH5(PiPr3)2. Thus the aromaticity argument can explain the
geometric differences between these complexes. Note that the
explanation would not be obvious if we would adopt the other
localized AdNDP solution presented in Fig. 2A.

These molecules being aromatic, they should exhibit high
stability. Often, transition-metal polyhydrides coordinate dihydro-
gen moieties.36,37 Therefore, we decided to check whether
(IrH5(PPh3)2)0,�1, (RuH5(PiPr3)2)�, and (OsH5(PiPr3)2)� complexes
would stabilize Z2-H2 species. The result was meaningful:
(IrH3(Z2-H2)(PPh3)2)0,�1, (IrH(Z2-H2)2(PPh3)2)0,�1, (TMH3(Z2-H2)-
(PiPr3)2)�, and (TMH(Z2-H2)2(PiPr3)2)� (where TM = Ru, Os) are
not minima on the potential energy surfaces, as revealed by
several imaginary frequencies. Instead, the optimization led us
to the already characterized s-aromatic structures, further con-
firming their large stability.

Now, would this s-aromaticity be preserved with other
transition-metals? And with different ligands? This would be
interesting for experimentalists, since the electronic and steric
effects could be tailored for particular applications or reactions.
In fact metal phosphine complexes display good solubility in
organic solvents, making them ideal for their use in homo-
geneous catalysis. In those cases, aromaticity contributes to
stability and could ultimately affect the kinetics of the catalyzed
reactions. To analyze this possibility, we characterized all the
(TMH5L2)0,�1 complexes, with TM = Ru, Os, Ir, and Pt and
L = PMe3, PiPr3, and PPh3 for comparison. In Table 1 the
charges of transition-metal and of hydrogens on the H5 ring,
along with the H–TM distances, are given for the resulting
s-aromatic structures. Undoubtedly iridium is the metal that
better stabilizes this kind of structure: it forms s-aromatic
complexes with all the three ligands considered in this work.
IrH5(PMe3)2, for instance, is shown in Fig. 1D along with the
MOs related to the s-aromaticity. The only remarkable detail is

that in the case of (IrH5(PiPr3)2)� one C3H7 from one of the PiPr3

ligands is released (ESI,† Fig. S4). But still the final molecule
has the s-aromatic arrangement. Along all the iridium poly-
hydrides the Ir–H distance is maintained constant. The charge
on the metal atom is found to be the smallest when the ligand
is PPh3, this group being the least electron donating ligand. It is
also notable that the calculated NBO charge on Ir is the same
for the neutral and anionic IrH5(PPh3)2 compound. In this case
the excess of charge is located on the phenyl groups.

Osmium and ruthenium behave in a very similar way: both
form anionic polyhydrides, regardless of the ligands. And all
these anionic complexes are s-aromatic, according to their
bonding picture, obeying Hückel’s electron counting rule. The
corresponding neutral complexes, however, exhibit the previously
mentioned Jahn–Teller distorted geometry. The NBO charges on
both metals, shown in Table 1, are the smallest with triphenyl-
phosphine ligands. The case of platinum, however, is radically
different: neutral compounds are stable and s-aromatic. The
charges on Pt do not vary notably with different ligands. However,
when considering the corresponding anionic polyhydrides,

Fig. 2 The two different AdNDP bonding pictures for IrH5.

Table 1 Data corresponding to (TMH5L2)0,�1 molecules: qTM is the NBO
charge of the transition-metal, qH the NBO charge of the hydrogen atoms
on the aromatic ring, and R(TM–H) the distance between the transition-
metal and those hydrogen atoms in Å

qTM qH R(TM–H)

IrH5(PMe3)2 �1.88 0.12 1.63
(IrH5(PMe3)2)� �2.12 0.07–0.09 1.64–1.65
IrH5(PPh3)2 �1.80 0.12–0.14 1.63–1.64
(IrH5(PPh3)2)� �1.80 0.09–0.11 1.64
IrH5(PiPr3)2 �1.92 0.11–0.12 1.63–1.64
(IrH5(PiPr3)2)� a �1.89 0.08–0.12 1.63–1.64

(RuH5(PMe3)2)� �2.75 0.13 1.66
(RuH5(PPh3)2)� �2.69 0.13–0.15 1.64–1.66
(RuH5(PiPr3)2)� �2.71 0.12–0.13 1.65–1.66

(OsH5(PMe3)2)� �2.31 0.06 1.68
(OsH5(PPh3)2)� �2.21 0.06–0.08 1.66–1.67
(OsH5(PiPr3)2)� �2.28 0.06 1.67–1.69

PtH5(PMe3)2 �1.24 0.08 1.62
PtH5(PPh3)2 �1.25 0.09–0.10 1.62
PtH5(PiPr3)2 �1.23 0.07 1.61–1.62

a One C3H7 from one of the PiPr3 ligands is released.
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we observed that during optimization the ligands on the axial
positions released from the PtH5 ring. The instability of these
compounds can be understood taking into account that the
6s5d AOs of Pt are almost filled, and the addition of one extra
electron effectively populated the antibonding orbital with the
ligand that becomes unbound.

3.2 OsH4(PPhMe2)3 and related compounds of Ir, Pt and Ru

OsH4(PPhMe2)3 polyhydride is slightly different from the com-
pounds described in the previous subsection, because the planar
pentagonal ring is composed of 4 hydrogens and a phosphorous
atom from one of the ligands, with the transition-metal located
at the center of this ring, see Fig. 3A. On the axial positions the

compound has two dimethylphenylphosphine, moved from the
linear angle, due to the steric repulsion created by the PMe2Ph
fragment on the ring. The MOs formed by hydrogens’ AOs are
shown in Fig. 3A (the full set of valence MOs can be found in
the ESI†). The bonding picture is similar to the one found in
the IrH5(PPh3)2 molecule, even though one of the positions
on the 5-membered ring is now taken by the phosphorous
atom. The HOMO�3 is formed by the 1s AO of hydrogens and a
small contribution coming from the p orbital of osmium. The
HOMO�5 MO, however, is composed not only of the 1s-AO of
hydrogens but also of the 3p-AO of the phosphorous atom in
the ring and the 6p-AO of Os. It should be noted that this MO
exhibits a slight further delocalization of the electron density,

Fig. 3 Transition-metal hydride complexes. The pink, green, blue orange, gray and white spheres represent Ir, Os, Pt, P, C, and H atoms, respectively.
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over the benzene substituent of the ligand in the ring and
the second benzene on one of the axial ligands. Finally, the
HOMO�28 MO is mainly composed of hydrogens’ 1s-AOs and
the 3s-AO of the phosphorous atom on the ring with a stabiliz-
ing contribution of the Os 6s-AO. Despite the lack of precise
symmetry, this compound can be classified as s-aromatic accord-
ing to Hückel’s electron counting rule (4n + 2 with n = 1).
Furthermore, it should be noted that the (OsH4(PPhMe2)3)� anion
is stable and has the same s-aromatic arrangement as its neutral
counterpart.

The natural resonance theory shows different resonance
structures, where the covalent bonds between osmium, hydro-
gens and the phosphorous atom participating in the s-aromatic
ring are swapped. The weight of these resonance structures
varies from about 10% to 5%, due to the lack of symmetry of the
molecule.

In order to check the stability of the neutral and anionic
OsH4(PPhMe2)3 molecules against the formation of Z2-H2 spe-
cies, we calculated the structures with either one or two Z2-H2

moieties, but none of them were stable, as it was found with the
transition-metal polyhydrides in the previous Section 3.1, high-
lighting the large stability of the s-aromatic hydride complexes.

Once s-aromaticity is proved in this hydride complex, we
optimized the OsH4(PMe3)3 molecule, shown in Fig. 3B and
confirmed not only that it is stable, but also that it has the
same s-aromatic bonding pattern in the ring (see Fig. 3B). It is
worth noting that the (OsH4(PMe3)3)� anion is also stable and
possesses the same s-aromatic arrangement. The calculated
NBO charges on osmium and hydrogens on the ring are shown
in Table 2, along with the Os–H distances, for the several
aromatic molecules. Note that charges on H atoms are different
because of the lack of symmetry in the molecule due to the
presence of one ligand on the ring. Overall the results are very
similar to those for (OsH4(PPhMe2)3)0,�1. Thus, the substitution
of the phenyl by a methyl group will be used to modify the steric
effects of the molecule, while preserving the similar electronic
features.

Additionally, we have investigated if ruthenium, iridium and
platinum atoms could benefit from the s-aromaticity and form
similar compounds. Ru indeed forms this kind of aromatic
polyhydrides, with both PPhMe2 and PMe3 ligands. The only
exception is (RuH4(PPhMe2)3)�, which is unstable due to the
release of the ligand on the ring. In fact, the calculated NBO

charges reveal that ruthenium has a bigger negative charge
than osmium in all the studied compounds, and this charge is
even bigger when the ligand is trimethylphosphine, due to its
greater electron donating nature. Thus, the negatively charged
(RuH4(PMe3)3)� is found to be unstable.

Regarding Ir and Pt, unfortunately, they do not form stable
neutral or anionic TMH4(PMe3)3 polyhydres, since the PMe3 on the
ring releases from these molecules, leading to the TMH4(PMe3)2

complexes shown in Fig. 3D. This again can be attributed to
the excess number of electrons in these attempted species.
Nevertheless, the study of potentially aromatic TMH4(PPhMe2)3

structures led us to some stimulating structures. For iridium
complexes, IrH4(PPhMe2)3 was found not to retain the planar-
pentagonal coordination for the metal. Instead, a non-aromatic
molecule was formed, where two of the hydrogen atoms formed
a metal-coordinated H2 molecule with a bond-length of 0.88 Å,
see Fig. 3E. Thus, this interesting complex should be called
IrH2(Z2-H2)(PPhMe2)3 and could have a wide range of applications
in catalysis or organic synthesis. Its anionic form, however, is not
stable due to the release of PPhMe2 belonging to the ring.

In regard to platinum, both neutral and anionic PtH4(PPhMe2)3

are found to be unstable, because the ligands on the axial
positions are separated from the PtH4PPhMe2 moiety, as could
be expected taking into account the fact that its 6s5d AO’s are
almost filled. Nonetheless, we were able to characterize the
(PtH4PPhMe2)0,�1 hydride complexes. On the one hand, the
optimization of the neutral compound gave rise to the structure
shown in Fig. 3F, where the Z2-H2 fragment can be easily
identified. The H–H bond length is 0.85 Å. The NBO charges
on hydrogens are close to 0 (from �0.08 to 0.10) and the charge
on Pt is �0.46, substantially smaller compared to the rest of
metallic polyhydrides studied in this work. On the other hand,
the anionic (PtH4PPhMe2)� polyhydride (see Fig. 3C), with an
open-shell electronic structure, is not completely planar due to
the Jahn–Teller distortion, although the s-aromaticity is pre-
served (see Fig. 3C).

3.3 PtZnH5
�, IrZnH5

�, OsZnH5
� and RuZnH5

�

Taking into account that both osmium and iridium are able
to have a pentagonal planar coordination, stabilized through
s-aromaticity, it is likely that they would also form a similar
structure to that of the PtZnH5

� cluster. Therefore, in the last
part of this work we studied the TMZnH5

� hydride complexes,
where TM = Pt, Ru, Os and Ir. Since Pt, Ru and Os complexes
display the same behavior, we will focus in this section on the
description of iridium and osmium polyhydrides. Both mole-
cules are shown in Fig. 4. The NBO charges and TM–H distances
presented in Table 3 show that Ru has the bigger charge, and
when going from Os to Pt the charges decrease, the bond lengths
between TM and the hydrogens shrink, as expected, while the
hydrogen atoms are almost neutral. The MOs where hydrogens
are involved are shown in Fig. 4A and B for IrZnH5

� and
OsZnH5

�, respectively (more details can be found in the ESI†).
Observe that these MOs are very similar to those of the previously
analyzed hydride complexes. The first two s-MOs are partially
bonding. The HOMO�6 in IrZnH5

� and HOMO�7 in OsZnH5
�

Table 2 Data corresponding to (TMH4L3)0,�1 molecules: qTM is the NBO
charge of the transition-metal, qH the NBO charge of the hydrogen atoms
on the aromatic ring, and R(TM–H) the distance between the transition-
metal and those hydrogen atoms in Å

qTM qH R(TM–H)

OsH4(PMe3)3 �2.17 0.09–0.14 1.65–1.68
(OsH4(PMe3)3)� �2.28 0.09–0.13 1.65–1.68
OsH4(PMe2Ph)3 �2.10 0.06–0.17 1.65–1.69
(OsH4(PMe2Ph)3)� �2.10 0.07–0.14 1.64–1.68

RuH4(PMe3)3 �2.69 0.15–0.24 1.62–1.66
RuH4(PMe2Ph)3 �2.64 0.13–0.27 1.61–1.66
(RuH4(PMe2Ph)3)� �2.61 0.14–0.22 1.61–1.66
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are completely bonding. Thus, populated with 6 electrons,
these molecules fulfill Hückel’s electron counting rule (4n + 2
with n = 1), and they are s-aromatic. Also, as in the previous cases,

the presence of the TM is essential for the support of this
bonding feature.

To further analyze the bonding in these molecules, we took
advantage of the small size of these compounds and performed
an AdNDP analysis on the OsZnH5

� cluster. Note that AdNDP
analysis cannot be performed on IrZnH5

� because it is has a
doublet open-shell electronic structure. Lone pairs of osmium,
with population numbers as big as 1.45, were found and removed
from the density matrix. AdNDP then localized one 2c–2e between
Os and Zn and three 6c–2e involving the aromatic ring, see Fig. 5.
This analysis thus confirms s-aromaticity in the systems. The
potential resonance structures of this molecule were determined
using natural resonance theory. For both OsZnH5

� and IrZnH5
�

five equivalent resonance structures were found. In each structure
there are two pairs of hydrogens covalently bonded, while the
fifth hydrogen is covalently bonded to Os (Ir). This fact reflects
the delocalization of the electronic density related to the
s-aromaticity.

Finally, we also characterized the neutral TMZnH5 polyhydrides,
shown in Fig. 6A–C. The s-aromaticity is only preserved in the
IrZnH5 complex (see Fig. 6A), even though Zn is moved from
the linear position in the anionic compound. Both OsZnH5

Fig. 4 Anionic TMZnH5
� polyhydride complexes. (A) IrZnH5

� molecule along with the most relevant MOs of IrZnH5
� and (B) OsZnH5

� molecule and its
most relevant MOs of OsZnH5

� are shown. Ir, Os, Zn and H are represented with pink, green, violet and white spheres, respectively.

Table 3 Data corresponding to (TMH5Zn)0,�1 molecules: qTM is the NBO
charge of the transition-metal, qH the NBO charge of the hydrogen atoms
on the aromatic ring, and R(TM–H) the distance between the transition-
metal and those hydrogen atoms in Å

qTM qH R(TM–H)

(RuH5Zn)� �1.64 0.02 1.65
(OsH5Zn)� �1.53 �0.02 1.67
(IrH5Zn)� �1.45 o0.01 1.64
IrH5Zn �1.14 �0.02–0.08 1.67–1.61
(PtH5Zn)� �1.17 0.01 1.62

Fig. 5 AdNDP result for the OsZnH5
� complex.

Fig. 6 Neutral TMZnH5 polyhydrides. (A) IrZnH5 along with the most relevant MOs of IrZnH5, (B) OsZnH5 and (C) PtZnH5 are shown. Pt, Ir, Os, Zn, and
H are represented with blue, pink, green, violet and white spheres, respectively.
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and PtZnH5, having open-shell electronic structures, are highly
distorted due to the first order Jahn–Teller effect. As a con-
sequence, the hydrogens do not retain the planar-pentagonal
coordination for TM and two of the hydrogen atoms form
a metal-coordinated H2 molecule, with H–H bond-lengths of
0.92 Å in OsZnH3(Z2-H2) and 0.86 Å in PtZnH3(Z2-H2).

4 Conclusions

Transition-metal hydrides represent a unique class of compounds
which are essential for catalysis, organic synthesis and hydrogen
storage. Aromaticity explains the stabilization of a chemical system
in symmetric geometry due to the specific count of electrons in a
set or sets of delocalized MOs; it is associated with special stability
and reduced and/or specific reactivity, and thus is important to
realize in the studied compounds. The recent joint experimental
and theoretical work studied the PtZnH5

� cluster anion, where the
singular planar pentagonal pyramidal coordination for platinum
was found to be due to the s-aromaticity of the H5 cycle. This led
us to the investigation of four already synthesized polyhydrides:
IrH5(PPh3)2, (RuH5(PiPr3)2)�, (OsH5(PiPr3)2)�, and OsH4(PPhMe2)3.
The distinctive feature of these molecules is that, like in the
PtZnH5

� cluster, the metal has a five coordinated arrangement
in-plane, along with additional ligands at the axial positions.
This work shows that this exceptional geometrical arrangement is
indeed possible thanks to the s-aromaticity. Accordingly, the species
considered in this work not only have uncommon structural and
electronic properties, but are also highly stable. Based on these
findings, we further proposed a new family of polyhydrides of Ir,
Ru, Os, and Pt that display a uniquely 5-fold coordination in plane.
These molecules might have important applications in different
fields of chemistry, such as organic synthesis and catalysis.
Additionally, this work led to some particular metallic complex
hydrides, with an activated metal-coordinated Z2-H2 fragment
that might be useful in catalysis applications.

Therefore, overall these transition-metal polyhydrides can be
classified into two groups: aromatic and non-aromatic systems. The
aromatic molecules are highly symmetric, showing an unusual
planar pentagonal coordination of the metal. They are highly
stable and, in fact, for these compounds the coordination to the
Z2-H2 moiety is unfavorable, indicating that a bound dihydrogen
would undergo dissociation in favor of acquired s-aromaticity.
The non-aromatic molecules, conversely, have a distorted geo-
metry, showing Jahn–Teller distorsion or dihydrogen bonds.
Some of them also tend to merely activate, and not split the
H–H bond in the H2 molecule. Thus, from a simple electron
count, one can rationalize their structures and make predictions
about their reactivity.
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